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When I’m asked how I got through these past twenty months of the
pandemic with my sanity intact, the answer hasn’t changed. Wine.
Good wine. And lots of it. But not to the point where it clouds my
judgment (though many folks think I may have had too much given
my against-the-consensus call on the inflationary future).
I wasn’t always a wine guy. I used to be a beer (and scotch) guy. But I
began to develop a taste for the fermented grape when I started
working at BMO-Nesbitt in 1994, as Sherry Cooper’s spouse (Sherry
was my boss and chief economist), Peter, co-owned a vineyard in
South Africa. And she got me hooked at our very first departmental
dinner. Before that, I wouldn’t have been able to tell the difference
between a Barolo and a Beaujolais. Let alone learning how to sniff,
swirl and sip (not slurp!).
But it was when I left for Merrill Lynch in New York City that my love
for wine really took off. Remember, this was in 2002 just as the
housing and mortgage mania gained momentum — every firm on Wall
Street was raking in the dough and marketing budgets were literally
exploding to the upside. I was home in Toronto on the weekends but
from Monday to Thursday, the various sales teams took me out with
clients virtually every night.
It’s a miracle I didn’t weigh 300 pounds at that time. And with the
dinners came exceptional wines. The best. And while the discussions
centered on macro and the markets, not once did they fail to include
a commentary on the wines served. And the sales force and these
sophisticated clients knew more than a thing or two — so while I
dominated the talk when it came to GDP, the ISM manufacturing PMI
and the S&P 500, I kept quiet (yes, I can do that), listening and
observing, as the conversation turned to wine.
I recall in my first few months in NYC, the hedge fund sales team took
me out with their top ten clients to the basement cellar of a wellknown Italian restaurant in Greenwich Village. The sales folks hired a
sommelier and cheese expert too, and I was instructed to use no
acronyms, to keep it short, and to be light, erudite and funny (I can do
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that, too). I think I kept my remarks to 10 minutes (there’s a first time
for everything), and then the sommelier went into a description of all
the wines that were being served from the Brunello to the Barolo to
the big Tuscans; and the cheese expert gave us a lesson that is stored
in my memory bank forevermore — I can still taste the gorgonzola,
parmigiano and mascarpone. And I recall all too well standing there,
after finishing my spiel, swirling my Brunello, and thinking “wow, and
they pay me for this, too.”
I have to say that I owe a debt of gratitude to Paul Vancura, the senior
statesman on the institutional sales desk and a good pal, for taking
my wine knowledge to the next level. Paul doesn’t imbibe anymore
and has become extremely health conscious (and a kick boxer), but
back in the day, after a heavy day of marketing, we would go to this
amazing wine bar on Hudson Street in Tribeca — with him as the
teacher and me as the student.
I never had developed a taste for pinot (way before Paul Giamatti in
Sideways) until one evening when Paul told me that my problem was
that I was buying too much “plonk” and that for this fickle wine, you
really do have to trade up. A tasting of Flowers and Etude was all it
took — and as anyone at Gluskin Sheff would have told you when I
came back home in 2009, these two wines became folklore at my
former shop. And I have Paul to thank for it.
Starting in 2011, I started to go to Napa every spring on trips with
various friends. I highly recommend that anyone who does a Napa trip
should contact Ona and Dan Marks who run Designated Drivers Napa
— they will look after you and get you into small boutique vineyards
that are tomorrow’s Screaming Eagle but at a fraction of the price. I
really like Old World wines, but I simply adore Napa wines — the big
bombs. Cabernet from Howell mountain to pinot from the Russian
River. Bring it on.
In some sense, I can say that it was wine that actually gave me the
courage to finally start my own business. Back in the spring of 2017,
Leslie Rudd, a highly successful entrepreneur and philanthropist,
proprietor of one the most amazing wineries in the Valley (Rudd
Family — Samantha’s Oakville cab is over-the-top sensational), invited
me to his office for lunch on the incredible property, and some wine
tastings (Dan Marks — “Dan the Driver” — made the introduction
years earlier, and Leslie had become a mentor of mine, beyond just
wine but also career-wise).
I confided in Leslie about my yearning to start my own research
consulting firm, but I “whined” that fear of failure was standing in my
way. As he poured me another glass of his legendary cabernet, he
said, “look up there,” and pointed to a framed picture on his wall, with
these words:
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“If you weren’t afraid, what would you be doing?”
To this day, I have never forgotten that moment. Even after a full
bottle of his signature cab, I got the message right away. Fear not.
Carpe diem. Live bravely and boldly.
Leslie passed away in May 2018, but his legacy and his wines live on.
As does my passion for the fermented grape, which late in life helped
me confront and conquer my fear of going out on my own and hanging
my shingle at Rosenberg Research.
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OUR PRODUCTS
Breakfast with Dave
Our flagship product, Breakfast with Dave, is an
in-depth look into the global financial markets
and the economy. You’ll access Dave’s deep
data analysis and assessments of “big picture”
trends, and his advice on how to invest around
them.
Sample Report
Strategizer
A monthly report designed to produce actionable
investment ideas based on our proprietary
models. The report covers a wide range of asset
classes and sectors and will help investors
identify shifts and opportunities in the
investment landscape.
Sample Report
Webcast with Dave
For these webcasts, David is joined by industry
titans to share their views on the markets and
the economy. Past and future speakers include
Gary Shilling, Richard Bernstein, Niall Ferguson,
Jeffrey Gundlach, and other legends.
Check out our guest line up
Early Morning with Dave
Dave and our team of economists get up early to
prepare this analysis of the overnight markets
and global events. Dave’s take on
macroeconomic trends from his global
perspective will give you the insight you need to
understand the investment landscape for the
day ahead.

Technicals with Dave
Each week Dave and our technical analysts
engage their charting expertise to identify both
broad secular trends and near-term shifts across
all markets, including equities, fixed income,
currencies and commodities.
Sample Report
Special or Thematic Reports
Dave and the team produce periodic, high-level
studies on the secular and structural shifts in the
global economic and financial landscape.
Sample Report
Weekly Buffet with Dave
Cap off your investment week with Dave’s digest
of the key economic themes and investment
ideas that moved the markets this week.
Sample Report
Charts with Dave
Charts with Dave provides regular access to our
latest slide deck. Dave’s charts capture the
current and future trends in economic and
market activity.
Sample Report
Deep Dives & Market Movers
This periodic, event-based report offers analysis
of breaking news and/or data releases that are
affecting the markets and your investments.
Sample Report

Sample Report
For pricing information on any of our products contact us at:
+1 (416) 583-5566
information@rosenbergresearch.com
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

This report comments on the economy and capital markets.
The opinions are those of the author as of the date of the
report and are subject to change without notice. Rosenberg
Research & Associates Inc. (Rosenberg Research) will not
necessarily update the report in the event facts or opinions
change.
This report is for discussion purposes only.
Although Rosenberg Research may provide commentary
relating to investment approaches and opportunities to buy
or sell securities, you should not construe such
commentary as legal, tax, investment, financial or other
advice. Nothing contained in any Rosenberg Research
report or any other content on our web site constitutes a
solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or offer to buy
or sell any securities or other financial instruments. Consult
your own advisors if you require such advice.
This report should not be regarded by recipients as a
substitute for the exercise of their own judgement and
readers are encouraged to seek independent, third party
research on any companies discussed or impacted by this
report.

WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE DAMAGES ARISING FROM
ANY DECISION MADE OR ACTION TAKEN BY YOU IN
RELIANCE ON THE CONTENT OF THIS REPORT, OR THOSE
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
PROFITS, WHETHER FROM THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO
USE ANY CONTENT OR SOFTWARE OBTAINED FROM THIRD
PARTIES REQUIRED TO OBTAIN ACCESS TO THE CONTENT,
OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, EVEN IF ROSENBERG RESEARCH
IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR
LOSSES AND EVEN IF CAUSED BY ANY ACT, OMISSION OR
NEGLIGENCE OF ROSENBERG RESEARCH OR ITS
DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS AND
EVEN IF ANY OF THEM HAS BEEN APPRISED OF THE
LIKELIHOOD OF SUCH DAMAGES OCCURRING.
If you have received this report in error, or no longer wish to
receive this report, you may ask to have your contact
information removed from our distribution list by emailing
[subscriptions@rosenbergresearch.com].

This report is not a research report under applicable U.S.
rules and regulations.
Rosenberg Research does not guarantee the accuracy of
any information in this report. This report may contain links
to third-party websites. These links are provided as a
convenience only. By providing these links, Rosenberg
Research is not expressly or impliedly endorsing or
approving these other sites, nor warranting or
guaranteeing the content of the materials on such sites or
the services or products that may be offered on such sites.
Rosenberg Research reports are distributed simultaneously
to internal and client websites and other portals by email
and are not publicly available.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE
Your receipts and use of this report are governed by the
Terms and Conditions of Use which may be viewed at
[www.rosenbergresearch.com]
ANY USE OF THIS REPORT IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND
LIABILITY. NEITHER ROSENBERG RESEARCH, NOR ANY
DIRECTOR, OFFICER, EMPLOYEE OR AGENT OF
ROSENBERG RESEARCH, ACCEPTS ANY LIABILITY
WHATSOEVER FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
CONSEQUENTIAL, MORAL, INCIDENTAL, COLLATERAL OR
SPECIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING,
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